The Color Atlas Of Human Anatomy
Synopsis

This classic guide to human anatomy will be welcomed by students and health professionals alike—as well as anyone fascinated by science. Organized by anatomical region—the most common method of studying the body in anatomy and biology courses—and rigorously indexed, this essential medical reference is the fruit of an intensive collaboration between internationally recognized scientists, disectors, and graphic artists. It is astoundingly rich in information: 650 detailed illustrations, including topographical, schematic, and sectional images, provide a comprehensive map of the human body's organ systems in lifelike full color. From systemic anatomy and the body wall to the central nervous system, visual organs, and orbital cavity, it's all here. Superbly drawn and meticulously labeled illustrations follow the most current International Anatomical Terminology, adopted by the International Federation of Associations of Anatomists in 1998. The Color Atlas of Human Anatomy is the authoritative, practical guide to the body's complexities.
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Customer Reviews

Bought this for my son who was struggling with his anatomy class in college. He is not pre-med, this was for his Exercise Physiology and Nursing double major. It turns out this book is so much more clear, detailed and useful than his assigned anatomy textbook, and it has helped him immensely. Now he's doing fine. Tools are everything.
I bought this book for my girlfriend because she needed it for school. We had originally gone to Barnes and Noble and bought one for $80 and the book did not even contain the material that this one has. Overall, my girlfriend returned the other book and kept this one. She is still using it till this day. Great book with lots of specific part labeling and detail.

It's a good book! I was able to find many of the terms for class but I wish it had more because there were a few times where I had to google an image something. Other atlases have real images instead of drawings which I do enjoy especially if working with a cadaver in your Anatomy lab. Other than that it's a decent book with good info for such a cheap price. I look forward to using it some more!

Many detailed pictures. Even if your anatomy class doesn't recommend this specific book, I would get this as an aid. It was very helpful to me for studying.

Great book.

Bone and muscle pictures could be a little better defined. Overall it is a nice anatomy atlas.

completely happy with the order.

This was what I was looking for and it got to me relatively quickly.
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